Double Pocket Chart Stand with Storage Assembly Instructions

Contents:

A. Bottom Side Pole (4)
B. Middle Bottom Pole (2)
C. Drawer Holder (2)
D. Shelf (1)
E. Top and Top Side Poles (6)
F. Wheel Connector (2)
G. Side Connector (2)
H. L-Connector (4)
I. Wheels with nuts (4)
J. Short Screws (4)
K. Long Screws (8)
L. Drawers (4)
M. Small Screws for Knobs (4)
N. Drawer Knobs (4)
O. Allen Wrench (1)
P. Cap (4)
Q. Top Pull-Out Poles (2)
R. Ring Hooks (10)

Build 2 Legs and Bottom Section:

1. Insert a Wheel (I) into each hole at the bottom of the Wheel Connector (F). Turn the loose nut so that the wheel is tightened.
2. Place Middle Bottom Poles (B) into the sides of the Wheel Connector (F). Take the short screws (J) and place them in the holes on the other side of the Middle Bottom Poles. Tighten screws with wrench.
3. Put two of the Bottom Side Poles (A) into the top of the left Wheel Connector (E). The holes in the poles should be facing inward and towards the bottom of the rack. Push the poles until they are all the way in.
4. Line one Drawer Holder (C) with the bottom holes on the Bottom Side Poles (A). Make sure flat drawer runners are facing downward. Use 2 of the long screws (K) to hold that side of the Drawer Holder. Do not tighten.
5. Repeat Step 4 with the other Drawer Holder (C) with the top holes of the Bottom Side Poles (A).
6. Put the remaining 2 Bottom Side Poles (A) into the top of the right Wheel Connector (E). Push the poles until they are all the way in.
7. Repeat Steps 4 and 5 with the right side. Tighten all long screws (K).
8. Place the Shelf (D) on the top Drawer Holder (C) and push down so it is sturdy.

Build Top Section:

9. Push the Side Connectors (G) onto the Bottom Side Poles (A). The knobs of the Side Connectors should be facing outward. Be sure the screws are all the way out.
10. Slide 4 Top Side Poles (D) into the Side Connectors (G). Turn the knobs on the connectors to hold poles in place.
11. Attach L-Connectors (H) onto the Top Side Poles (E). Locks on connectors should face upwards, towards the outside, and open.
12. Slide Ring Hooks (R) on the middle Top Poles. Put five hooks on each pole (E).
13. You may need to take one L-Connector and place the pole in one end first. Fit remaining 2 Top Poles (E) in between the L-Connectors. Be sure it fits tightly.
15. Insert Pull-Out Poles (Q) into Middle Top Poles (E) and lock L-Connectors (H) into position.
16. Line the Drawer Poles (Q) with the holes on the Drawers (L). Use the Knob Screws (M) to fasten the knobs.
17. Place the drawers in the Drawer Holders (C).

WARNING:
CHOKING HAZARD - Small parts. Not for children under 3 years.

For a dealer near you, call:
(847) 573-8400 (U.S. & Int'l)
(800) 222-3909 (U.S. & Canada)
+44 (0)1553 762276 (U.K. & Europe)